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CepAt0Koea C.1,'1,, Jaxapbee 6.H. 

no11eMy KBaHroeaR eonHa Ha pewerKe 

He cnycKaeTCR C noTeH(4Ha/lbHOro CK/lOHa? 

E4-9t-237 

B OT/lH'IHe OT K/18CCH'l8CKOH H KBaHTOBOH '18CTH(4, CKaTbtBat0U4HXCR 
C noTeHL4Ha/lbHoro CK/lOHa, KBaHTOBbte BO/lHbt Ha peweTKe JanHpatOTCR B CBR· 

3aHHblX COCTORHHRX Ha noTl!Ht4Ha11bHOM xonMe. AnR /lHHOHHblX nOTl!H~Hanoe 

cneKTP TaKHX COCTORHHH 3KBHAHCTaHTHblH , Xopowo H3B8CTHble <PYHK(4HH 

6eccenR Ja(kr) C ~enbtM HHAeKCOM a B Ka11ecree AHCKpeTHOH npocrpaHCTBl!H· 

HOH KOOPAHHaTbl (He r KaK O6bl'IHO I) HrpatOT ponb BO/lHOBblX cf>yHK(4HH 

CBR3aHHblX COCTORHHH - CTOR'IHX BO/lH Me>t<,Ay noTeH~Ha/lbHblM CK/lOHOM 

H HeBHAHMOH rpaHH~eH BepXHeH 3anpeU4eHHOH 30Hbl, 3ra TO'IHO pewaeMaR 

MOAenb npoRCHAeT HeKoTopble cnew,,cf>H'lecKHe CBOHCTBa 6onee peanHCTH· 

'18CKHX CHCTeM, HanpHMep, Me>KKaHa/lbHOro ABH>KeHHR, rAe a O3Ha'laer AH· 
CKPeTHblH HOMep KaHana. 

Pa6ora BbtnonHeHa e na6oparopHH reoper1-111ecK011 cf>HJHKH H e na6opa
rop1-11-1 Bbl'IHC/lHTenbHOH TeXHHKH H aBTOMaTH3a~HH 0111All1. 

IlpenpHHT O6-.e.lUtHC!ffHOro HHCTHTyTa ,u~epHWX HCCn8,AOBaHHH • .lly6Ha 1991 

Serdyukova S.I., Zakhariev B.N. 

Why the Ouantum lattice Wave Does not Slide Down 
the Potential Slope 

E4-9t-237 

Unlike the classical and quantum particles rolling down the potential slope 

the quantum waves on the lattice are confined in the bound states on the poten

tial hill. For the linear potential there is an equidistant spectrum of these states. 

The well known Bessel functions Ja(kr) with the integer index a as a discrete 

spatial co-ordinate (not r as usuall) play the part of the bound state wave func

tions - standing waves between the potential hill and the invisible boundary 

of the upper forbidden zone. This exactly solvable model elucidates some 

peculiar features of more realistic systems, particularly, the interchannel wave 
motion where a means the discrete channel number. 

The investigation has been performed at the laboratory of Theoretical 

Physics and at the laboratory of Computing Techniques and Automation, JINA. 
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I. . INTRODUCTION . 

Even Gell-Mann with his powerful quantum intuition 
considered quantum mechanics as the most unintuitive science. 
So there is a great need to·· make_ the behaviour of the 
nonrelativist.ic microworld more predict.able. The new exactly 
solvable models may be extremely useful here. One such a 
simple model is suggested in this paper. 

It is instructive to compare the peculiarities of the 
wave motion in the ordinary and. in the_ discret~ quantum 
mechanics,[ll. In. the. last case ·we can use the finite
difference Schroedinger equation with the step 6. = xn+1 - xn 
Cx = n 6.; 'IICx) = 'IICn); h/2rr = m = 1 ): n . n . 

- C'IICn + 1) -2'11Cn) + iCn - l)l/26.2 + VCn) 'IICn) = E 'IICn) Cl) 

instead of the differential one 

- ~ 'll"C x) + VC x) 'IIC x) = E 'IIC x) . 

It is important to mention that eq._ CD can be considered 
here not as a finite difference approximation t.o eq. C2) but 
~s an example of equations for the description of the wave 
motion. along the lattices. It is supposed that the· 
discreteness of the variable corresponds here _to the genuine 
natu~e of the described object. 

The special feature of the "discrete Schroedinger 
equation" CD is the finiteness of the width of the allowed 
energy zone. It is most' clearly revealed in the case of fr_ee 
motion CV = 0). Both equations CD and _C2) have the forbidden · 
zone for the negative energy values. For E < O the equations 
Cl) and C2) have the exponentially increasing_ or decreasing 
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solutions : expC±~x); expC±;n) with real ~ = C-E) 1
/

2
, 

" ~ = archC1-EA2
). This can be verified by direct substitution. 

For E > 0 there is a continuous spectrum with oscillating 
solutions: linear combinat1ons of ex~C±ikx); with k = CE) 1

/
2 

for eq.C2); and of expC±ikn) with k = arccosC1-EA2
) for 

eq. CD .. But unlike eq. C2) the continuous spectrum of eq. CD 
is bounded by the upper forbidden zone Csee for example (11): 
E < 2/A2 

, see Fig.1. with a sandwich· type structure of 
zones. Above· this boundary the solutions of C 1) are 

E 

forbidden zone 

•· 2/~2!1; ///I I I I I I I I I I/LI I Fig.1. The spectrum of the 
free motion over the lattice allowed zone 

O I . . . . • · has the· horizontal allqwed 
I //I II//// I// I/ //!fxn zone between lower and upper 

forbidden zone forbidden zones. 

combinations of expC±irrn ±;n) with;= arcchCEa2 -1). That is 
they have exponentially increasing or decreasing oscillations 
above this boundary. For VCn) =Vo= canst the allowed zone 
is obviously shifted by Vo. 

The introduction of the linear potential VCn) = n 
causes the inclination of the allowed zone Csee Fig.2.) so 
that for any fixed energy the waves are confined between the 
lower and the upper inclined boundaries. Indeed, the 
character of the solutfon (whether. it corresponds to the 
allowed or to the forbidden zone) can be determined on the 
interval including three neighbouring points according to 
eq.CD where the potential value is used at the middle point 
only. The width of the allowed zone depends on 11 and not on 
V. The variation of the potential VCn) merely shifts the zone 
boundaries at different pofrits n. For the linear potential 
the · ·allowed zone has the corresponding linear boundaries. 
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co-ordinate causes 
the inclination of 
the zones shown on 
Fig.1. So for·· a 
fixed energy' E waves 
have to oscillate 
between the two 
forbidden zones. 
There is an unbound-
ed spectrum of equi
distant levels E' :;; 

n 
1 ± n/z; n = ... ~1, 
0, 1, .... 

As it will be shown in sec.2, the solutions of the 
corresponding Schroedinger equation are the Bessel functions 
Ja.Cz) with the discrete variable a. playing the part_ of n in 
eq.CD. The Bessel functions with the int~ger a. are.the bound 
states (quadratically summable standing waves; see . Fig. 4 ). 
Their spectrum is equidistant Cas for the oscillator. ·with the 
continuous co-ordinate) but unbounded: E--+ ± oo as m 
m --+ ± oo. The behaviour of this spectrum by the var.iation of 
the steepness of the potential slope of the suggested exactly 
solvable model allows one lo understand the peculiarities of 
more general quantum systems. For example, th~ discrete. 
oscillator well has the spectn1m resembling one for the 
square well with the.continuous co-ordinate. It becomes also 
clear what perturbations of the potential• are required to 
change the spectrum in the desired way (new aspects of 
"spectral engineering" in addition. to those considered in 
(11). So we can p~oduce a gap in the spectrum CFig.6) or· to' 
install an interval _of dense leyels in it CFig.7), To inst.all 
bound states above the continuous spectrum.CFig.9). 
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2. BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
The first notion about the Bessel functions as the 

solutions of the finite-difference Schroedinger equation 
appeared in [2]. After that they were considered by [3] but 
only for infinite potential well. It appears that much more 
benefit can be achieved from exac.tly solvable models with the 
Bessel functions. 

The well known recurrence equation for the Bessel 
functions 

Ja Cz) + Ja Cz) = C2a/z) JaCz) 
+1 -1 

(3) 

can be considered as the finite-difference equivalent (1) of 
the Schroedinger equation. C2). Indeed, rewriting C3) in 
anot~er form Cby adding and subtracting 2Ja and dividing both 
si_des of the equation by 2t/· = 2) we get 

-{Ja+
1
Cz) - 2Ja(z) + Ja_

1
Cz)}/2A2 

- Ca/z) Ja(z) = Ja(z). C3') 

This is the finite-difference Schroedinger equation where the 
part of the discrete co-ordinate of the configurational space 
plays the index a as · n in eq. C 1) with the step A = 1, 
fixed energy E = 1 and the potential VCa)_ = a/Z that is a 
linear function of a. 

Two linearly independent solutions Ja(z), YaCz) of eq. 
(3 or 3') are shown in Fig.3 (see [4], Fig.9.3). These Bessel 

I 
I ,_; 

' Y«l10l 

V(oe) 
J«, Yoc Fig. 3 The dependence 

on index a of the 
Bessel functions of 
the first and second 
kind JaCz), YaCz) Csee 
[2] Fig.9.3). 

funct~ons of different kind with fixed z decrease and 
increase correspondingly as functions of index a inside the 
potential barrier VCa). Thus from a physical point of view 
Ya are riot appropriate. It may seem that Ja is also 

4 

.physically unsuitabl~ because the amplitude of oscillations 
·of Ja is increased inside the upper forbidden zone CJa is 
swinging more intensively with a moving to the left as we see 
in Fig. 3 ). Actually, there is a continuum of solutions 
represented by Jiz), Yiz) in the Fig. 3. Choosing discrete 
values a with the step_ A= 1, we get the a-lattice .and 
relative discrete·values of Ja(z), YaCz). Every shift of this 
lattice: a--+ a'= a+ e; e < 1 gives a new _solution of 
eq. C4, 4'). For the integer.a the functions Ja satisfy the 
condition C[4], eq.9.1.5): 

J_a(z) =·C-1)a Ja(z) (4) 

'this provides the expo~ential decrease of J a with integer a 
for a --+ - oo . So, among the continuum of different 
functions Ja there is a countable mani(old of physically 
acceptable functions which are bound states confined between 
both forbidden zones Csee Fig.4). These bound states form the . . . 

.equidistant spectrum because the energy shift 6E = 1/z is 
equivalent to the shift of the a-scale by_6a = 1 due -to ·the 
l'inear dependence. of the potential on a: VCa) = a/Z. 

· It is convenient t:o number the bourid · states: 
f

0
Ca) = Ja; W±n(a) = Ja±n. Those Ja which have fractional a 

represent·the unphysical solutions for continuum of energy 
values between these levels tCE=e±n/z; a)= Ja+e±n; e < 1 

It is easy to predict, in accordance with Fig.4, that in 
the limit z--+ oo the discrete spectrum of eigenstates Ja 
becomesthe continuum-band as is required for the free motion 
along the lattice, and in the limit z--+ 0 there will be no 
levels (zero density of levels). 

The model under consideration allows the variation of 
the value of the finite-difference step A: The change of A by 
factor s_· is 9._qui valent to the change: z --+ z/s2

; E --+ E/s2
• 

So, the decreasing of A according to Fig.4 makes the spectrum 
more dence as the increasing of z. 

If we changed the boundary conditions and install an 
infinite potential wall at a= 0, the bound states would be 
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Fig. 4. · · Bessel functions 
JaCz) as bound state wave 
functions on the lattice 
a.= 0, ±1, ±2, , . . . with 
linear potential VCa) = a/z 
for different values of 
inclination • parameters 
z = 1 Ca); 2 Cb); 4Cc) and 
fixed energy value E = 1. 
The exact sense have the 
point values of JaCz) only 

• ◄--- /' X -· CX'. .. and the dotted lines are 
introduced merely to· 
connect these points. They 

E emphasize the exponentially 

J~l2H E 
&) 

m decreasing Ja{z) inside 
both the forbidden zones 
but with sighn oscilla
tions in the upper one. 
For a less steep slope 
Cb,c) the equidistant 
spectrum becomes more 
dense (see the ladders 
of the levels E in the 

m 
right-hand side of Figs 
a,n,c). All bound stale 

, _ . functions for the fixed 
_..,,;:_~-__J.___~=-------~~~:.a..-.POtential are equivalent 

oe up to the shift of the 
- co-ordinate a. 
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those Ja with the fractional a which are zero at a= O Csee 
[3]). But with increasing level number they become more and 
more close to our Bessel functions with iteger a. , 

All bound·states J
0 

for fixed z are identical up to the 
a-shift (invariance for translations along the potential 
slope). Orthonorm~lity condition and completeness relation 
coincide due to this fact Csee Appendix): 

a.:+00 

a.:~oo Ja+m(z.) Ja(z) = 6mo 

In the case of the• continuous coordinate 
meaningful solutions of the Schroedinger 
Airy functions· shown in Fig.5. 

cp (x) 
V(xl 1 ¢,(xi 

(5) 

x the physically 

equation are the 

Fig.5. Airy function ;..,the 
solution of the Schroedinger 
equation (2) with the linear 
potential VCx) = x. Compare 
with its .discrete analog Ja 

1 1 1 
, 

1 
, c '" on Fig. 4 and Fig. 3. _The·: Airy 

· • ' ' solution is not 
quadratically integrable and 
describes the wave which 
unlike Ja flies away down 
the potential hill> 

The inverse • problem approach [ 1 J allows the 
transformation of spectra by shifting a finite .number· of 
levels and providing·the corresponding perturbation,VCa) --+ 

VCa) + tiVCa) of the potential and new eigenfunctions in the 
closed form (new exactly solvable models) expressed through 
JaCz) . In the case of the continuous.coordinate x this was 
done by Calogero and Degasperis [5) and Grosse and Martin 
[61, see also [ll. 

The intuition which we get considering the exactly 
solvec:i model of the Bessel eigenfunctions Ja.Cz) allows us to 
make qualitative predictions about the transformations of the 
linear potential required to change the initially equidistant 
spectrum. So, a gap in the sequence of levels can be produced 
by addition of a step potential 
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{ 
O for ct < 0 

VCct) = 
Vo for ct~ 0 

as is shown in Fig.6. To the vertical part of the potential 

VIO(H E . \ ~m .. 

h. Eil V(o<) 
.. 

0( 

Fig.6. The energy gap 
in the level ·spectrum 
produced by the step 
perturbation AVCct). 
which is shown in the 

. lower part. · of the 
figure. According to 
Fig.4, the· rarefying 
of the local· spectrum 
can be ·caused by 
rising the steepness 
of the potential 
slope. The ladder of 
energy levels E is , m 
shown on the right. 

shape (maximal steepness) there corresponds the zero density 
oL levels·. ; It . .is worth_ mentioning that unlike the discrete 
quantum mechanics it is impossible to produce' an arbitrary 
gap in the spectrum by a local perturbation in the case of 
the ordinary Schroedinger equation with .a continuous 
.co-ordinate x. 

The.tightening of the levels in some;region is caused by 
a beveled step potential 

{ 

O for ct < O 
VCct) = ~ _for O ~ct~ N 

-Vo for ct> N 

as is shown in Fig. 7. _ 
So Figures 4,6 and 7 provide us with the intuition of 

spectrum structure for the arbitrary:shape of the external 
field on the· lattice. Numerical calculations confirm the 
predicted behaviour of the perturbed spectra as is 
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Em Fig.7. The local level 
condensation is caused 
by the P.erturbation 
AVC a) proaucing the 

·.• horizontal part of the 
allowed zone in 
accordance with Fig.4. 

qualitatively shown in Figs·6 and 7. For example, it is 
evident that the spectrum of the discrete oscillator.with the 
potent.i_al VCn) = n2 on the half-axis Cn -~ 0) is rarefied at 

(£5 ,cl) 
~~-.L~ 
f, 

Fig.Sa.The discrete 
oscillator . has the 
upper forbidden 

Fi -...;;;;:..'r--'/2~ zone inside the 
~ ,~y-z=___ ~--~ . potential well 

E,, . · • upper levels are 
--=-::::: );" -.;I-, ._ C das!1ed line). The 

I I 11 I I I -s -'t ·· -.3 · -2 -1 o , 2 J It c,1. almost degenerated. 
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nigh energies: :~ue. to 'the increase in the steepness of VC n) · at 
larger values of.n unlike·the equidistant spectrum in the 
continuous case. The. upper energy levels Em are pr.oportional 
to m2 - L This is almost as for the square well with the 
continuous co-ordinate.The·discrete oscillator on the whole 

I 

axis Cn = O, ±_1, ± 2, ... ) has additional energy levels 
corresponding to even eigenfunctions (symmetrical relative to 
the origin). These new levels become more and more near to 
ones of odd states with the increase·in energy (Fig.Sa). It 
is also worth noting th.at the inverse discrete oscillator · 
CFig.Sb)with VCn) = - n2 has the symmetrically reflected 
spectrum of the direct one (reflection relative to the point 
E = 1) unlik.e the . continuous .case. The unvisible upper 
boundary of the allowed zone is :in' this case outside the 
potenli~l hili. The discrete . os~ilrator spectrum is also 
chang~d i{the middle point of tnewell is posed bet~een the 
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Fig.Sb. Inverted discrete 
oscillator. Its upper 
forbidden zone ·is outside the 
potential curve. Its spectrum 
is the reflection of one in 
the Fig.Sa with respect to 
the point E = 1. 

I 
I 

discrete co-ordinate values. Another example of such a 
spectral symmetry is shown in Fig.9 with discrete bound 
states above and under the continuous spectrum. 

c:. E vr~) 
Cl) 

-1 
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-9 -1 ·S -3 -J O I 2 3 '1 S G o( 

?/'i_fC..(// 11//_///.// 
-·---·-·-· 

-c.--- -·~ <X 

J-
f,.=2 '( I 7~"\l(o<.} C) 

-1 

. Fig. 9. Potential barrier' Ca) ·and well Cb) :with bound 
states E above Ca) and under Cb) the continuous spectrum. The m . 
upper boundaries of the allowed zones are shown with,, the 
dotted lines here. The wiggly lines denote the bands of' the 
continuous spectra. 

The wave functions corresponding to some bound states 
for potentials in Fig.9 are shown in Fig.10. ~olid lines 
there are wave functions for E, E, E Cfor bourid · slates 

1 2 8 

below the continuous spectra: a, b, c; and for bound slates 
above it: a', b', c'). 

The considered finite-difference model can also be the. 
step lo the better understanding of the corresponding 
multi-dimensional systems and the systems with the periodical 
plus additional potential Cfor · exact solutions. with the 
continuous variable for periodical plus linear potential see 
the paper [ 7)). 
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CONCLUSION 
The suggested model is a new one of the set of exactly 

solvable models [11 revealing the rules of ·spectral 
engineering: construction of quantum systems. with the 
arbitrary allowed spectra. 

The experience we get with the Bessel functions can be 
applied to the consideration of the interchannel motion [81: 
motion over the discrete co-ordinate numbering of the coupled 
Schroedinger equations. 

The authors are thankful to A.I.Shfrokova for numerical 
calculations which allowed to make . clear some significant 
details of the finite-difference solutions. 

APPENDIX. COMPLETENESS AND ORTHONORMALITY OF JnCz). 
At first, it is easy Jto check that both the 

orthogonality and completeness conditions 

CX:+00 n:+00 r 11r caJ 11r caJ = 6 
CX:-OO m n nm 

}: 11' Ca) 11' Ca') = 6 ,..,.., C6) 
n:-00 n n """"" 

can be written in the same form C5): · 

CX:+00 

ex:;oo 1a+mCz) Jiz) = 6mo C5) 

- .' '. _-, : ' 

Indeed changing 11'--+ J and the summation variables we get: 

ex:+oo a, :+oo . .,· ex:+oo 
r J J =6 --+ r J J --+ r J J = 
L a+m a+n nm L a· +m-n a· · L a• +p a· ex:-oo a, =-OO . ex:-oo 

= 6P
0 

which is the same as C5), and analogously 

n:+00 ~=+00 . ~=+00 , 

n=;OOJCX+n JCX'+n = 6aa.,....-+ {3:~00J~ J~+Cl-CX' --+ ~=~OOJ~ J~+p = 6po' 

Now let us derive the orthogonality condition. According 
to eq.C3) we have 

Jex++ Cz) + Jex+ Cz) = {2Ca + m)/Z} Jex Cz) • ·C7) m 1 m-1 +m 
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Ja+n+,Cz) + Ja+n_,Cz) = {2Ca + n)/Z} Ja+n(z) (8) 

Multiplying eq. (7). by J,., Cz) and eq. C8) by J,., Cz), and ~+n ~+m 
summing them ~ver all a we get the same expressions in the 
rhs. Subtracting the resulting equations we get:• 

CX::+00 
{2(m - n)/Z} r JCl+n(z) JCl+m(z) = 0 . (9) 

CX::-00 

This implies form~ n the orthogonality condition. From the 
well knoW!'} integral representation 

J Cz) = =n1 J exp( iz sin¢ + in¢) d¢ 
n c:.11 -n . 

we get the nor~.alizfng condition (using r sxpCin¢) = 6(¢)): 

CX::+aJ r IJn(z) 12 = 1 
CX::-00 

n 
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